
EVIAN: Germany forward Lukas Podolski has defended head coach Joachim
Loew’s indiscreet scratch of his genitals, caught live by television cameras and
seized on by social media, during the world champions’ opening Euro 2016
match. The 54-year-old Loew has been widely ridiculed on social media by
Germany fans for absent-mindedly slipping his hands into the front of his
trousers on the sidelines during Germany’s 2-0 win over Ukraine
on Sunday. The German media has subtly dubbed the unfortu-
nate incident in Lille ‘Trousers-gate’. But Podolski left reporters
roaring with laughter at Tuesday’s press conference by saying
the German boss had just been doing what comes naturally. “I
believe 80 percent of you (journalists) and me as well, some-
times scratch your nuts from time to time,” said the
Galatasaray forward in Evian with a grin. The Lille incident is
just the latest sideline indiscretion from Loew, who
has in the past been caught by cameras picking his
nose during Germany games. — AFP
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ROME: Italian champions Juventus have signed creative midfielder Miralem
Pjanic for 32 million euros ($36.14 million) from Serie A rivals Roma on a
five-year contract, the Turin-based club said yesterday. The Bosnia interna-
tional joined Roma from Lyon in 2011 and scored 10 goals and set up 12
more in 33 league appearances to help his team finish third in Serie A this
past season. He is considered the leading playmaker in Serie A with a
league-leading 28 assists over the past three seasons and is also a free-kick
specialist. “Juventus Football Club can today confirm that Miralem Pjanic
has completed a permanent switch from Roma for a fee of 32 million euros,”
the Italian champions said on their website.  (www.juventus.com) “The 26-
year-old has signed a five-year contract with the club.” Pjanic handed in an
official transfer request on Saturday, which Roma confirmed on their web-
site.  (www.asroma.com) The player informed his former club that he
wished to activate a release clause in his contract that allowed him to leave
for a pre-agreed amount, adding that he would pay 20 percent of the fee
himself with Juventus making up the balance. — Reuters
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EVIAN: Germany defender Shkodran Mustafi is so pleased that he is going to
have a baby boy named after him following his Euro 2016 heroics that he
promised yesterday to buy his young namesake an ice cream. A Germany fan
had said before the world champions’ opening game against Ukraine on
Sunday that he would name his son, whose birth is imminent, after the team’s

first goalscorer. Yet the supporter had also predicted that, as
Mustafi was unlikely to score, he would not have to call his
boy Shkodran, an Albanian name which is extremely rare
in Germany. The 24-year-old central defender, though,
defied the odds to head in the opening goal in their 2-0
win over Ukraine, his first goal for Germany. Mustafi, who
is of Albanian descent, said he had heard about the fan’s
planned tribute and was prepared to reward the little

boy with an ice cream should he take his name. “I don’t
know what he will be called now,” Mustafi told reporters

amid laughter. — Reuters
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MADRID:  A Spanish court yesterday
reversed a decision to destroy blood bags
seized as part of the Operation Puerto dop-
ing scandal, which may allow authorities to
identify more sportspeople implicated in
the high-profile case.

A major embarrassment for Spain, the
case centres on disgraced doctor
Eufemiano Fuentes who was found guilty
of giving performance-enhancing blood
transfusions to top cyclists, and also admit-
ted to having worked with unidentified
footballers, tennis players and boxers.

Fuentes was found guilty of endanger-
ing public health in a 2013 trial, but the
judge at the time refused to give anti-dop-

ing authorities access to the 211 blood
bags seized in 2006 from his apartments,
and ordered them destroyed on privacy
grounds. On Tuesday, a court in Madrid
reversed that decision, ruling that the bags
be handed over to entities such as the
World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA).

“The stated aim is to fight doping,” the
court said in a statement, adding that there
was “a risk that other sportspeople could
be tempted by doping.”

So far only cyclists, including 1997 Tour
de France winner Jan Ullrich, have been
publicly named as being Fuentes clients.

But former cyclist Jesus Manzano, a
whistleblower in the case, claims to have

seen prominent footballers being treated
by Fuentes. Yesterday’s decision means
that WADA, the International Cycling Union
(UCI) and other anti-doping entities will be
able to analyse the blood bags and identify
other sportspeople who may have used
the performance-enhancing transfusions.

DISGRACED DOCTOR ABSOLVED 
Separately, the Madrid court also

absolved Fuentes of endangering public
health, on the grounds that the blood he
used for transfusions was not medicine
and thus did not come under the remit of
that offence. Fuentes had been given a
one-year suspended prison sentence and

was banned from practising as a sports
doctor for four years.

He had been accused of endangering
public health but not incitement to dop-
ing, which was not a crime in Spain at the
time of his arrest in 2006.

The case-and the judge’s decision to
destroy the blood bags-caused severe rep-
utational damage to Madrid’s ultimately
failed bid for the 2020 Olympic Games and
did little to dismiss accusations that Spain
is a soft touch on doping.

“It is unfortunate that the evidence
used in this proceeding is not now being
made available to anti-doping organisa-
tions to further the fight against doping,”

the International Olympic Committee said
in a statement at the time.

A lawyer representing cycling govern-
ing body UCI described the operation as
“the biggest doping network the world has
ever seen”. Even tennis star Andy Murray
waded in.

“Operation puerto case is beyond a
joke...biggest cover up in sports history?
Why would court order blood bags to be
destroyed? #coverup,” he tweeted at the
time. “It’s embarrassing for Spain,” added
former WADA head Dick Pound.
“Everybody knows we will be able to
uncover quite a bit more doping if the
examples are made available.” — AFP
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Abdallah Al-Haddan (fencing). Nizar Ramadhan during the match. Abdallah Bouland handles the basketball. Fencer Faisal Al-Kandari being honored.

Athari Al-Mutairi.
Part of the basketball match between Nawakhitha and
Kuwait teams. Khalifa Al-Khalifa, table tennis. Head of Nawakhitha team holding the championship cup.

By Abdellatif Sharaa

KUWAIT: The 8th Ramadan Sports
Disabled Tournament concluded on
Monday night at the Kuwait Disabled
Sports Club and included four games,
wheelchair basketball, table tennis, fenc-
ing and bocci.

Al-Nawakhitha basketball team won
the tournament after defeating Kuwait
with the score of 46-36, making it its sec-
ond win, while Kuwait ended in second
place with a win and a loss while Al-Ittihad
ended in third place without a win.

In the Bocci, BC2 category player
Shireen Fahad won first place followed by
Bassam Al-Mutairi and Hani Hussein. In
the BC3 Athari Al-Mutairi won first place,
defeating Ayesha Al-Hashash and Khalid
Saad ended in third place.

Nadia Al-Marhoon was the winner of
the BC4 category, while Amani Ismail end-
ed in second and her sister Tahani ended

in third place. KDSC president Shafi Al-
Hajiri lauded the technical and ethical
behavior of the athletes in various games,
and considered the continuation of the
tournament for the eighth consecutive
year, and the notable increase in the num-
ber of participating players, particularly
younger generations, and this is a true
success. He said the club is keen on hold-
ing such sports events regularly to keep
the athletes prepared for the upcoming
tournaments abroad, besides its promo-
tional benefits during the holy month.

Al-Hajiri lauded the support of the
Public Authority for Sports (PAS), under
the leadership of Director General
Sheikh Ahmad Al-Mansour Al-Sabah for
all activities and programs of the club,
which contributed to club athletes mak-
ing many achievements. He also thanked
the Club’s Honorary President Al-Sheikha
Sheikha Al-Abdallah Al-Sabah for her
continued support.
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